Kawasaki c10

Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Sponsor News! Check it out today. Alex G , Jan 20, I had two
Connies before, and later , for a total of seven riding seasons. Few months ago I sold my C10
and acquired a RRT in very good shape and already clocked about 5K miles on it. First most
noticeable thing about RT is that it does not salsa in dirty air behind trucks, buses or any other
large-and-not-very-aerodynamic moving objects. It rides absolutely straight and feels nailed to
the road. This is a total departure from yanking and dancing Connie in similar conditions. The
first five gears will manage 99 per cent of situations and the 6th will shine on the interstate. It
was strange at first, especially at a stand still, to feel how the RT shakes, but I got used to it
quickly. Shaking transforms into vibration as the bike starts to move. When I got onto the
interstate for the first time I thought that traffic was moving oddly slow only to realize by
checking speedometer that I am moving well above posted limits. This vibration is present at all
rpms but does not bother you or, worse, put your hands to sleep. After a while I stopped even
noticing this vibration. Having quieter engine and being more aerodynamic, the RT is much
quieter bike overall compared to roaring Connie. Switching from non-adjustable shield s on
Connie to infinitely adjustable one on RT makes you realize how intelligent, civilized and
practical this feature is. I believe this must be a built-in feature on every touring bike. The stock
shield would also be adequate as I have found out testing another RT. The fairing on the RT is
almost as protective as the one on Connie. I suspect an upward flow of air from the bottom of
mirror assembly directed just a bit too high and therefore reaching the area below handlebars.
This could probably be fixed by installing small deflective wings below mirrors. The side panels
are not as wide as those on Connie and my knee are also getting cold faster. Again, you may
notice these small imperfections only during very cold weather. The RT is, of course, no match
to muscular Connie in power department but, as I have mentioned before, racing is not my forte
and unhurried power delivery is fine for my riding style. Dropping to lower gear makes blending
with traffic effortless when entering highways. And even though the RT is not based on a sport
bike it flicks in and out of corners almost by itself and feels very secure and planted doing it.
For me, a scenic, long and untiring meaning: my hands are not asleep; my legs are not
cramped; my head is not blasted with buffeting; I am stopping only because there is a great
scenery to be photographed, not because of fatigue; I am ready for a party after 6 hours of
riding; etc. Riding the RT along the same avenue felt like riding on smooth surface. Next, let me
tell you about the stopping power of the RT. The first time I had to use the brakes in an
emergency traffic light changing from green to red skipping yellow on an intersection monitored
by advertised Red Light Camera! But all went well - the bike just stopped on the dime. No fuss,
no thrills, just extremely efficient, controlled and very short stopping! Both wheels were in
contact with asphalt at all times, no wheel locking, no skids, and no slides. That was simply
spectacular! Even drivers around me have noticed this grand act! The point is it does work and
works brilliantly! In the same situation Connie had tried to locked rear wheel and skidded and
slide all over for a much longer stopping distance. The riding position on the RT is more
up-right and relaxed. Front seat can be adjusted over 3 height positions and as it goes up it also
slides back giving taller rider more leg room. Putting the RT on its center stand is a breeze. Yes,
I did master the technique of raising Titanic However, fitting a large full face helmet into it
requires some creativity because of its odd shape. Closing, opening, removing and installing
any bag is a two seconds affair. There is also one lockable storage bin up front and it's larger
than both of Connie's combined. Ignition key opens all locks. So, where were my savings?
Furthermore, there were few things that have always bothered me about Connie: overall
roughness; unavoidable need to customize; fixed windshield; and, although very controlled on
both of my C10s, but a "buzz" nonetheless. The RT, on the other hand, is very comfortable in
stock form, better designed and equipped and, consequently, more enjoyable and safe to ride.
Again, these notes are just my. Below are links to galleries with images of Connie s and the RT.
Joined: Mar 24, Oddometer: 7 Location: Okielahoma. Giving all respect to the OP's review, one
should be aware that the Concours Model C10 he discusses was discontinued four years ago.
The current Concours Model C14 is an entirely different animal. Ride on and Gregster , Jan 20,
Alex G , Jan 21, Not defending the C10, I think it is REALLY long in the tooth, but I would expect
a design 16 years newer and a "premium" brand should be noticeably better and glad you like it.
I do find it amazing that you find dealing with BMW dealership as easier, but you obviously have
one close by. Sumo64c , Jan 21, For all the extra money you had to pay to purchase a RT versus
a C 10 when both were new models, I'd expect such reviews ADV Sponsors. JimVonBaden , Jan
21, Big-O , Jan 21, I've got the RT and have been extremely pleased with it's performance and
the ease to repair and maintain the same. Enough said. Joined: Mar 29, Oddometer: 19,
Location: Chicago. Yeah, I kinda fell in love with my RT I have ridden the and really, really want
one because from what I saw of it, its better. BuddingGeezer , Jan 21, That didn't take long, do
you carry a hammer to bash every thing you don't ride or just BMW's. Trailrider , Jan 21, I have

ridden with many C10's and done many long hard rides "in formation" Cheers, PTC. Crow , Jan
22, I'm sorry, but I just have to post this. BMW and Kawasaki, fuel for the fire! TX Ryder , Jan 22,
The Beemer's, with the Boxer engine, are easier to access. JimVonBaden , Jan 23, You must log
in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot
your password? The kits for model years - come with valve extensions. Kawasaki PN Replaces
all years to Inspect your exsisting box to verify fuse placement. We supply the proper You will
be amazed at how flexable NEW "ducts" are! The Extenders have proven to be quite popular, as
they provide more weather protection for the rider to the sides, and in particular Genuine
Kawasaki partsLeft Peg Right Peg Left Bracket Right Bracket Foot Peg Rubber Thoroughly
inspect both peg and brackets if you have dropped your bike,It is quite common that both parts
are broke but These give you a true Highway Peg Leg Stretch. This is a replacement parts kit for
people who have lost a protector over the years. Kit contains: Cast aluminum protectors that
are hardened, machined, and powder coated. Replacement socket head cap screws. Necessary
hex key for above. One of our most popular mods. Created with Sketch. Toggle menu Login or
Sign Up 0. Quick view Details. House sku: KB Add to Cart. Choose Options. Kawasaki sku:
Kawasaki sku: KN Kawasaki sku: OEMK Quick view. Compare Selected. Here's a sometimes
hard to find item that we'd all hope we never need, but often times it turns out we do. A low
speed drop or tip over will often crack or fracture fairing components and on most bikes those
parts are made of ABS plastic. This is simply The "retrofit" kit from Murphs' provides black
fasteners for the stock windscreen or Rifle lower unit and all visible screws on the inner
fairings. The "black" inner fairings you see while sitting in the saddle. If you do not have a key,
Heavy duty tip over protection for your bike. Made from sturdy one-inch steel tubing, mandrel
bent, and jig welded for a great fit. Black powder coated. Comes with great instructions
complete with pictures and all new hardware to ease the job along. Replaces all the mounting
brackets and hardware for the front bars. Quite common for the smaller brackets to get bent on
a hard let down. Kit also includes installation instructions. Includes brackets, bolts and spacers.
These replace Kawasaki part number Nut, cowl, 6MM. The parts manual shows 16 as being the
number required. The Extenders have proven to be quite popular, as they provide more weather
protection for the rider to the sides, and in particular The original kit offered from Murphs', the
one that started the company, plus a little extra! Available in a blacken stainless as well. This kit
utilizes button-head cap screws made from A2 stainless steel. With an Allen head drive,
stripped screws are a With this product, you can repair cracks, fill gaps, use as a reinforcer,
rebuild Need to check under those side covers? Now you can do it without the use of a
screwdriver! Whose idea was THAT anyway? This is a stainless steel bolt with a black plastic
knurled knob. This should have been standard from the factory, and in fact Created with Sketch.
Toggle menu Login or Sign Up 0. Quick view Details. House sku: MU Choose Options. Add to
Cart. Kawasaki sku: M. Kawasaki sku: OEMK Polyvance sku: Quick view. Compare Selected.
This kit contains the o-rings to seal part number and part number to the head. It also contains
the o-ring to seal the rear pipe to the thermostat housing. Replaces Kawasakis Part Numbers: 7
- part number 1 - part Here's a so
1 4 aaudio wiring
ranger ro
toyota rav4 timing chain replacement
metimes hard to find item that we'd all hope we never need, but often times it turns out we do.
A low speed drop or tip over will often crack or fracture fairing components and on most bikes
those parts are made of ABS plastic. This is simply The factory bolts were prone to breaking
here. Install this kit and now all you have to do is pull the cotter pins. Over have been installed,
quality product with aluminum main body and a oil stud. Machined in the USA to the highest
standards. The "retrofit" kit from Murphs' provides black fasteners for the stock windscreen or
Rifle lower unit and all visible screws on the inner fairings. The "black" inner fairings you see
while sitting in the saddle. Rubber plug for the air box return hole, as well as vacuum caps for
the carb nipples. Blacken Stainless Created with Sketch. Toggle menu Login or Sign Up 0.
Quick view Details. House sku: MU Add to Cart. Choose Options. House sku: BE Kawasaki sku:
OEMK Flanders sku: FLB. Quick view. Compare Selected.

